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ELECTRIFICATION AND ELECTRIC GUNS DI t pe:i c

A. A. Kr'vProf.

Th .~Pis Presen~tly in the stage of electrificaticn in w! !,h
vwerful !G 'C- and ?OC-thojsa.C k.l1-watt clants are being t ;l

n it. They derive tteir Ln'-rgy from the fall of water of powerf :

r.Vers, frcm using coal wastes at its nir.:ng sites, and from the
:_: z.zr cf peat at its mirning sites.

The :.'expernsiveness of these power sources and the lack of ex-

per itures f:r transporting tthem makes the electrical powei obtained
:, s experns.ve. Experndiures or. building powerful electric

pcwer plants do not increase in proportion to the increase in power,

bi; ra'ther more slowly; therefore, the expenditures on the entire
installation of a large power plant (damn, sluice, building, machines)

comprise a smaller part of each kilowatt than those of small plants.

Supplying the electric power over wires to the utilization site

involves a certain power loss on its transformation, on heat-up of

the wires, and on leakage, but nevertheless, electrical power is

several :imes cheaper to use at the consumption point when it is ob-

tained from large central power plants than when it is obtained from

local plants.

Of course, these economic advantages will generate an ever in-

creasing number of powerful central power plants. All of these plants

will be built to serve the economic interests of the regions in which



trey are -czated. Vclkhovstrcy, Syas'sVroy and Kondost-cy service

'-e Nor'h-Western Ctast'; the Shatjrskaya and Kash'rskaya Plants

serv.2e the M:szw Fegton; the Shlercvka-Don. Salakhinskaya Pea!

Flant serv;2es the Nizhegtrodsk:y Regicn: tte Kizilovskaya Plant

services tne-Ura's; etc.

But here w- have thE ques':n .-f whethe'- -nider.:tians related .

4efense are taken into account when bui'ding regional stations.

- r::e-s of sipply and transportaticn for military requij-

..- -.r.e. :batly not overlooied by cometent establshments. In ttis

r "e:r: wu.i only like to consider whether it would be possille t-

ha'e regional p:wer plants for the direct purposes of defense, npme.y.

fzr 1r ng missies usinG electri2 guns.

_esr.4t.zn :f Electric Guns

A1l of the proposed designs cf eeTtr: guns are essenta'

;.ans for an electric motcr which imparts the missile with a hig!.

velo::ty on the axis of t,.e gun. The design principles of the

electric gu.n are the same as those fcr designing an eiectric

motor, i.e., primarily, calculating the magnetic circuit, the elec-

trical circuit, and the ratio between the electric and the mchanical

-wer.

Therefore, an electric gun can be designed for direct current,
based on the interaction between the magnetic field of the gun and

that of the missile, through which the current passes (French des:gn);

a magnetic field can be created in the gun, moving rapidly to the

mouth and carrying the steel missile with it (Swedish design for dir-

ect current); one can use an alternating curr(nt and obtain an inter-

action between the magnetic field and the induced field in the missile

(E. Thompscn's principle); one can use a multiphase alternating current

and obtain a rapidly m:ving magnetic field which carries along the

steel missile (magnetic-explosive gun). There are as many methods of

Jesigning an electric gun as there are types of electric motors.
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The ! "ft9rce te'w eer guns in' electric motors _e!

lo-Ir 7ens :r.s: to t- fred, *he gun requires h.ndreds Cf " u-

Si- t -: ..:w''s . nt rrSt te rteir'y d hundred rmeters .:ng.

7n- ran aa d;frerenre between an electrio gun arc an

e '- r: zt:. .s tra" "t e iertrlc metor i5 designed for the r"eady

s'3te :-f !neourrert, wtn.e -he g cperates -nly in the 4-ital state

: .....er!. wren it incr-ses fro" zero to a certair, value in a

s. r e.d .f .ire ,f r.:g .rai..... For an electric motor. t, "s

.....- " . .. rren t id-op when it is short-eds i igr. .f ' .

n i" is r-t -s.aiy taken int z cor.sderaticn; the wrnd'o wren

"onrr-:- rea-nes the steady state are considered.

'her. se : " rren :n an electric gun is shorted, the power

:s ex;end e cn cr-ati.g tr. marnetic field in the gun and th- magnetic

,.e'd around the miss:ie; only a smali percentage cf the pcwer :s

exn ....... n mcw.ng tl-! missile. This effect appears as if there were

a revo',rse electromotive force, cailed the electromotive self-induction.

S n~e the =ane:.ze. masses are very large, the time required tc

,.= r-;.eze .nen is great, and ths. current strength in the conductors

and !he magnetic ield increases rather slowly. Eecause of this,

:r.E n:ss.:e can fly oit of the gun at that moment when the current

s'rengt- in the zircuit and the value of the mpgnetic field reach the

greatest va'ue. Secondly, the mean value of the magnetic fields is

equa: to apprcximate'y half of their highest voltage.

The existing methods of decreasing self-induction and speeding

u; magnetizaticn and the current build-up are very complex and cumber-

some. It would be possible to combine large capacitances (capacitors)

to do this, but the construction of capacitors to compensate for high

self-induction involves practical problems which are hard to solve.

The second peculiarity of electric guns, involving the need for

vast amounts of electric power, was dealt with in the existing designs

of these guns so that a low relative power was expended over a large

period of time on increasing the kinetic energy of the flywheels;

then, at the time of firing, this kinetic energy was transformed into
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eleotric pw.er. Th .s approach was hampered by the proDlem of being

unatle to convert the energy of the flywheels into electric power

juring t-e brief firing time. As i will show be~ow, the ir.ng time

should te equal to several hundredths of a second, and curing this

time, the flywneel mjst be braked by the resistance provided by the

dynamo, generating a current. Up to now, no other methods of accumu-

lating energy during c long period of time in order to ±ioerate it

later during the brief firing time have been proposed. The accumula-

ticn of energy by the existing electric batteries requires periods of

time measured in hours, like for discharging them.

As for hydraulic power, it would seem that by closing all of' tne

sluices, it would be pcssible to raise the water level, thus accumu-
lating energy, and then, by opening the sluices to the turbines, ob-

tain a large aMou7it of stored power in a short time. but no matter

how wide the escape sluices are opened, water does not flow out of

them in a very short time. And even if there were no resistance,

the run-out time would nevertheless not be snorter than the time

taken to fall from the neignt or' a dam; at a height o 5 m, the time

would be z-.e second. The counteraction of the turbine and dynamo

blados would slow down the time taken to expend the stored energy

even more.

It might have been possible to accumulate large amounts of steam

in steam boilers, repersenting a large amount of potential energy,

and then suddenly release the steam into turbogenerators. But again,

this release requires a large amount of time compared to the length

of the firing time. The stored energy cannot be expended during the

brief firing time.

in any case, the storage of the energy needed for firing requires

time, and thus, firing can only take place at widely-spaced intervals.

Electric guns can only be rapid-firing when they expend energy

which is available in the generators, and not stored in some sort of

power stores (electric, hydraulic, steam, etc.).
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-S4 les. Fe.aticnships Between the Weight of the Missile, Its Muzzle
Velo:ity, the Length of the Gun, the Firing Time, and the Required
Fower

:n order to have a numerical reference point for further con-

clusions, we will obtain some simplified relationships bet4een the

vahues listed in the heading. We will designate:

weight of missile . .............. P
muzzle velocity . ................ V
length of gun . .................. L
time uf mo-vement into

channel of gun ............... T
required pcwer . ................. W

Assuming that the velocity of the missile increases in the gun

cnannei unifsrmly from 0 to V, we will cbtain a mean rate of movement

eqjal to V/2. Then the dependence between the length of the channel,

the ine of m:vement into the channel, and the mean velocity is

expressed by the formula:

The energy of the missile at the muzzle is expressed by the
fornulIa:

- (2)

Here g is the acceleration of gravity (9.82 m/s2 ), which we will

express by the number 10 for approximate calculations.

In order "c nbtain this muzzle energy, the current generatcr

m~so expend the large quantity of energy W,. whereupon the ratic

W/jW 'sic], wwich represents the efficiency of the electric gun, can hardly te oor-

sidered to te greater than 0.5. For ordinary electric motors, it is

equal to 0.8-0.9, and even higher, since the energy is only expended

on parasite resistance in them; in the steady state, expenditures are

not needed to create the magnetic field. In an electric gun, at the
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momert of firing, energy is expended on creating the magnetic field

in the gun and the missile. Therefore, a much smaller part of the

generator's energy is left to move the missile. Thus, in future

caicui~:zns we will assume that the power of the generator W1 must

te !wu'e the power of the missile at the muzzle of the gun.

Velocity of Missile at Muzzle of Gun

In ordinary guns with explosive substances, the muzzle velocl"'

depends on the size of the charge. The base pressure of the gun, the

cngitudinal breaking force, and the transverse braking force increase

with the size of the charge. There is a limit to increasing the wall

thi-.Kness of the gun beyond which a further increase in the thickenss

ices c increase the strength of the gun. Therefore, the muzzle

velz:ity of the gun also has a limit, which approaches 1000 m/s in

the lazes: guns.

in electric guns, there is no base pressure on the gun and radial

pressures on tle wall. Therefore, it is only necessary to consider

the icngitudinal breaking force, which is smaller, and which is over-

come by the entire cross section of the gun. Thus, one can obtain

higher velocities in electric guns than in powder guns without worry-

ing about breaking the gun. An electric gun can be open on both ends;

it is unnecessary to close and reinforce the breech section. There-

fore, a new missile can be inserted immediately after one missile
eparts. The firing specl of an electric gun can be very great, if

the power of the generator is great enough for firing and it is not

necessary to accumualte energy by one of the above methods.

Length of an electric gun. The length of an electric gun is

essentially determined by the same conditions as for firearms; it

must be strong enough to keep from breaking, and it must not be too

heavy, so that it is easy to handle.

The housing of an electric gun is not made of a solid iron mass,

but rather from sheets of iron covered by insulation. Therefore, the

6



s' rc-ni''2 an. e'.ectro g.; n'.St, be or e a'ed by a we! l-desigred ce '. , -

a.- :ra r.e mai ore S'ee. trusses. -te external appearance of an eltoc-

rrr dff,?rert fr:m that of a firearm.

E.; -e r,.s of an eeotri- g:un is primarily determined by

'~re; ;rer: th a* the rissile must remain in the chiannel of the

:)nz er.:-._gt : use the electric power of the generator. Teeoe

:hengr'o crKo'~ gu;ns is generally much greater than that of

_cr -xa7.e, at a gene rator Tower of '03,00O2 kilowatts,

~:rK-~ x -. :>_ in 'ne gun in one second wil: be equal to IOC,C:c

:-:ues Iost 0.0 kilogram.-meters, since one kilogram-meter

ezul 2 ule'. Ifthe missile is under the action of the

c.r-rer fo second, one-fifth as much work is expended on mcving

" nar. as in on eon i.e., 2000 kiloioules. If the muzzle

ve' -;ty of the '.si s 500 m/s, its mean velocity will be equal

7- nearv V -:7 s, a.-d it will cover 50 mr in 1/5 second. And this

is 10,e length of "-e electric gun. If one wished to use all 100,000

iwcul. be necessary to subject the missile to the

effett 7'' agnetlo fieli f-ot a whole second, which would make it

re-_,essary for te g-.n to- ne 250 m long.

7t~s unavc_:dabl'e need for very long electric guns if one wishes

tusr !te ernergy of the generator without storing it in any energy

stores is a very unfavorable feature of electric guns. And this

oharacteri stic can~not be eliminated, for it is the result of the very

natu;re of the gun.

This unfavorable side of electric guns is not offset by it s

advanlages. The absence of smoke and noise during firing is one of'

the advantages of electric guns. The range of flight of the missile

can be changed not only i.y changing the elevation angle, but also by

changing the strength of the current fed to the gun winding. By corn-

binlng changing the elevation angle and the current strength, it is

possible to obta-n different terminal velocitieu and angles of inci-

dence with the same range.



To What Battery is i 100,0CC K:lowatt Electric Fewer Plant Equivalent?

As an example, I will calculate how many guns a 100,030 kilowatt

electric power plant is equivalent to with the condition that only

thp available energy of the generators is expended, without storing

it by any energy stores.

As the unit of comparison, we will use the 145-155 mm French gun

of the 1916 model, for whici: length of gun - 42 caliber (6.3 m),

initial velocity - 785 m/s, weight of missile - 36.5 kg, range of

fIight - 18 kr, firing velocity - 1 shot per minute.

We will calculate the work of an electric gun needed to fire

a missile weighin 36.5 kg with an initial velocity of 800 m/s using

the forrmla W--- V'. IV=6'60 - 1,170,000 kgm.
21 10 2

Sinzc :r.! kgm is equal to 9.82 joules (10), W = 1,170,000 joules

11,7C0 kilojoules.

Ccns'lering that the efficiency of an electric gun is equal to

0.5, we find chat the generator must expend twice the energy W1 on

firi'g, i.e., W = 23,400 kilojoules.

The work of th? electric power plant, as we stipulated, is

"00,000 kilowatts, or 100,000 kilojoules per second. Therefore, the

generator produces the work W1 in almost 1/4 s (0.234 s).

Whence we find the length of the electric gun, in which the

missile, moving at a mean velocity of 0-±-n 400 m/s, covers 100 m
2

in 1/4 s. And this is the length of the gun (100 m).

We will calculate the muzzle velocity that a missile would have

in a shorter gun, e.g., 6.3 m, 10 m, and 50 m, with the same current

strength, which means with the same force acting on the missile,

which we will consider to h'e constant ever the entire length of the

gun. Then the movement of the missile will have uniform acceleration

with acceleration of a- -32O m/s2 .
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The velccity v acquired on the patn L will be equal to V'jL

With a gun 50 m long, we obtain rMg-V2OU. S 0'.560 /

With a :eng*th of 10 m, we obtain c1, V'S400.1.__52

With a length of 6.3 m (the length of a 150 mm gun),

va. -200 m s

Tu--, In one second, a 100,000 kilowatt plant can fire fou~r
missiles weighing 36.5 kg each at a velocity of 800 i/s, and it can

-ire 240 missiles of this weight in a minute. All 2 4C of these mis-

siles can be fired in one minute from one gun, or 24 missiles each

from 10 guns per ninute.

A 150-mm firearm can fire once per minute. Therefore, with a

100,000 kilowatt generator, a 150 mm electric gun of the same caliber

is equivalent to the firing power of 240 firearms of the same caliber

and the same initial velocity.

In the above example, the power of the electric gun was 240 times

that of the firearm, while the electric gun was approximately 15 times

(100:6.3) longer than the firearm, i.e., the power of the electric

gun increased almost in proportion to !he square of its length.

If one wanted to have an electric gun for a caliber larger than

150 mm (6") or for a higher initial velocity than 800 m/s at a gene-

rator power of 100,000 kilowatts, it would be neces.,ary to build a

gun longer than 100 m. Considering this to be the maximum length, it

is necessary to limit oneself to a caliber of 150 mm.

Based on the above information, one sh45 conclude that:

1. El!-,,. ! guns with generators with insufficient power for

,i-r desi&uea for storing the energy necessary for firing in a --

9



sh rJ rzt f e. har.1y make senso :n pra co t- -a, cT.f , .e

d'f':5'ty -f '"s:g the szre j energy Juri rg the sL~r! f:r ng t me ard.

tease cf the .w efflz~er.cy of power ztzres fzr rapd cutpjt.

. ]en-r3:,rs with p:,wer on tte crder Cf a hundrd s n

.wa"s can serv,-ze e.ectric guns with a welgo, t of the missile

of ar - . .. f rtv kilcgrams and an initia' veloity -f arourd

3. A 130,0'C kilcwatt generator can fire around 2CC missiles

per r nu.te, eaoh weighing around 40 kg.

.. Eleotric guns which continuously expend the power of the

generatcr must genera''y be much longer than firearms.

5. An electric gun can be hundreds of km away from the genera-

tor, being ccnnected with it by wires and transformers.

6. With the current state of electrification in Russia, it would

be timely to build one experimental electric gun with a caliber close

to 3 mm with an initial velocity of 500-8C0 m/s.
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